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Thank you to Simone, for many years of collegiality,
inspiration, profound friendship, and affection…

Bertinoro, 2003



Thank you also to Ugo for organizing our celebration…

Cremona, 2011

(with Roberta and Michele)



I used to read books like these…





I used to give talks like this…



Lecturing on software for violin design:
Boston, Oberlin, Oxford,
Scuola di liuteria (Milan), 

Museo del Violino (Cremona), 
Istituto Stradivari, Cremona liutai



(How do you make one of these…?   
Thank you to all the luthiers who have helped me…)

My interest in this is not
“purely academic” …



A renaissance of sorts…



  

Today… 

The Euclidean geometry of instrument design 
What has Digital Amati been used for? 
What does the geometry language look like? 
Drawing with a programmable straightedge and compass 
Geometry and arching (from 2D to 3D) 
CT/fabrication snapshot (more technology…) 
Computational art history—the very idea…   
A crazy business? 



How are classical stringed instrument designed?
   (Why are they so typically copied?)

Drawing, patterns, instrument
(Every one is different... the stuff of art history...)

Modern liutai copy specific famous instruments 
(with modifications) made by  
Stradivari, Guarneri, Gofriller, Montagnana,…
“communication without understanding”

How do you do it?  What did they do?



Books about violin design (among many…)

1782 18851750? 1985



What first distinguished Cremonese instruments  
was a geometrical formality of design and proportion 
borrowed straight from the architects, painters and 
many other designers and craftsmen of the Renaissance. 

Catalog, 2013 Stradivari instrument exhibit at the 
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford

François put important tools in the hands of every 
violin maker: philosophy, mathematics, geometry, 
history, and practical technique. 

My software is a further digital embodiment of 
some of those practical techniques…

François Denis, 2006



François Denis, 2006



I wanted to learn this design method 
… but…  with a pencil and paper?

There must be a better way, where you can 
make more errors, and fix them faster!

You need a computer to do this. 

(I wanted to stop doing CS and make cellos— 
but CS helped me climb the learning curve.)

Bad drafting… bad direction following…



François Denis, 2006

17th c. code: geometric, proportional 
constructions with a straightedge and compass



François Denis, 2006

Digital Amati:
A programmable  
straightedge and compass…

Scheme + a suite of geometric (and violin design-related)  
primitives,  equation solver, etc.



WYSIWYG versus markup language

“what you see is what you get”

A markup language lets you write down 
and see what you did to get what you got. 

Code is a codified sequence of button pushes.

Example: how do you debug what went wrong?

Programming languages are for writing—
for people to communicate ideas to each other.





What lutherie and computer science share: computational thinking
“There’s a method for everything…” 
                … and an algorithm is a mental method…

artist Tim Jenison,  
graphics software engineer



Implementation: installed on your computer
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Implementation: running remotely via web browser



Digital Amati:
A programmable  
straightedge and compass…

Math without numbers or formulas

Example:

Find the unique circle through
three non-collinear points…

The “math” way: three equations, 
three unknowns (center (x,y), radius r),
solve, etc.

Here’s a less tedious, easier, geometric way
that is equally exact and rigorous…



Digital Amati:
A programmable  
straightedge and compass…



Digital Amati:
A programmable  
straightedge and compass…

pq

qr



Digital Amati:
A programmable  
straightedge and compass…

geometric structure

what’s to be drawn



Straightedge and compass: an analog computer— 
proportional triangles “do the math” for you…

√—

1 a

√—a

Exactly!  No more, no less…

× (and ÷)

1

x

y

x × y

+ (and —)
x y

x+y

y
x/y

x1



Euclid (from the Elements)
Raphael, The School of Athens (1509-11)

Stanze di Raffaello, Apostolic Palace, the Vatican





What has Digital Amati been used for?
Stradivari, Stauffer, ex-Cristiani (1700)
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What has Digital Amati been used for?
Stradivari, Stauffer, ex-Cristiani (1700)
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What has Digital Amati been used for?
Stradivari, Stauffer, ex-Cristiani (1700)
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U
L

740mm, proportionally reduced (400/417)

       Cristiani  Gore   Bass of 
       orig. red. Booth  Spain 

body   770    740  756    755 
upper  354.5  343  343.5  344.5 
middle 241    232  230    233 
lower  455    438  437    442 
diap.  417    400  407    401 
 U/L        .5895 .592   .5875

“forma B”

upper

middle

lower



What has Digital Amati been used for?
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35+ 
(CNC), 
Oberlin 

2015

Stradivari, Stauffer, ex-Cristiani (1700) 740mm, proportionally reduced (400/417)
violoncellos by:

Monica Fortin
Ulrich Hinsberger
Benjamin Ruth
Robert Brewer Young
me
…?… 



simple, 
historically plausible
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Joey Nager 
Houston, Texas

What has Digital Amati been used for?  

     2 basses by…

Violin Society of America laureate, 2016



What has Digital Amati been used for?

I have been using Digital Amati to design all my instruments.
One good example of the usefulness of Digital Amati is my cello design process.
I had the program tell me 1) the body length  2) the stop length  3) the distance 
between the eyes of the ff’s .  I changed these values until all three of those 
numbers were in an acceptable range.  In my system of design, there are no 
arbitrary values—there are a limited number of possibilities.  

I was able to go through five or six iterations in a matter of minutes, where before I 
had the program it would have taken me the better part of a day.  The whole 
process of designing the cello, from start to finish, took about an hour of 
work.  A few years ago it would have been two days.

Kevin

What has Digital Amati been used for?

(Boston)

Violin Society of America laureate, 2016



What has Digital Amati been used for?
Obiealto: Oberlin viola (summer 2016)
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…instead of making a 
compass drawing by hand—
a process that can take 
Hampel up to five hours… 
the group was able to call 
on software… [with] 
successive alterations of 
the outline, each one taking 
just a matter of minutes… 

[The Strad, November 2016]

“…when you make a mistake… you just 
look at the code, see where you went wrong 

and change it.  That means that the 
debugging and alteration process is a lot 

more dynamic.”
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Violoncello, Todd Goldenberg (Berwick, Maine)
                                                            October 2015



For Anthony Lane (Petaluma, CA), January 2020
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If you can draw it, 
you can fabricate it…



using the geometry language 
to design a violin…



r

L

C
(x,y)

R
Place red circle with radius r 
tangent (on right) to green 
line L, inside blue circle C

(x’,y’)

R

Tangency problem 
Drawing with a compass 
        (Denis, pp. 106-111)



r

(x’,y’)

R

(x,y)

Place red circle with radius r 
tangent (on right) to green 
line L, inside blue circle C

Tangency problem 

(There are 2 solutions)



r

L

C
(x,y)

R
Place red circle with radius r 
tangent (on right) to green 
line L, inside blue circle C

(x’,y’)

R

Tangency problem 
Drawing with a compass: Three problems and their solutions
        (Denis, pp. 106-111)



r

(x’,y’)

R

(x,y)

Place red circle with radius r 
tangent (on right) to green 
line L, inside blue circle C

(let*  
  ((L (vertical (point x y))) 
   (C (circle (point x’ y’) R))) 
     
 <what goes in here??>)    

Tangency problem 



Tangency problem 
r

(x’,y’)

R

(x,y)

Place red circle with radius r 
tangent (on right) to green 
line L, inside blue circle C

(let*  
  ((L (vertical (point x y))) 
   (C (circle (point x’ y’) R))) 
     
 <what goes in here??>)    

PROBLEM: Describe the  
center of the red circle

C
L



Tangency problem 

r

r

r

(x’,y’)

R

R-r

(x,y)

(let*  
  ((L (vertical (point x y))) 
   (C (circle (point x’ y’) R))) 
     
 <what goes in here??>)    

PROBLEM: Describe the  
center of the red circle

C
L



Tangency problem 

r

r

r

(x’,y’)

R

R-r

(x,y)

(let*  
  ((L (vertical (point x y))) 
   (C (circle (point x’ y’) R))) 
 (circle 
   (bottom 
     (intersect 
          (vertical  
            (xshift (point-on L) r)) 
          (circle (center C) (- R r)))) 
   r))      

C
L

(In practice, I can make this and 
similar constructions this easier…)



Tangency problem 2

C

R

Place red circle with radius r 
tangent to outside of blue 
circle C and green point p.

r

p



Tangency problem 2

C

R

Place red circle with radius r 
tangent to outside of blue 
circle C and green point p.

r

R+r

p



Tangency problem 2

C

R

Place red circle with radius r 
tangent to outside of blue 
circle C and green point p.

r

R+r (x,y)

p=(x’,y’)
(let* ((C (circle (point x y) R)) 
       (p (point x’ y’))) 
  (circle  
    (bottom (intersect 
              (circle p r) 
              (circle (center C) 
                      (+ R r)))) 
    r))





How do you explain programming to… violin makers?
Parentheses everywhere (which have to match).  

1. They identify what goes with what—for example,  
in English, and in math: 

((the man) bit (the dog)) 
[subject, verb, object] 

((the fruit) flies (like a banana)) 
((the fruit flies) like (a banana))     
[a famous example] 

2.  They identify operations that are applied to arguments.   
Prefix notation: operations first, followed by the arguments. 

(+ 3 5) evaluates to 8 
(average 12 16) evaluates to 14 
(intersect big-circle little-circle)evaluates to the points of intersection… 

Indentation doesn’t matter. 
Parentheses matched automatically (so you can see what goes with what). 

Does 5x+3y mean (5x)+(3y), or 5(x+3)y? 

(+ (* 5 x) (* 3 y)) 
(* 5 (+ x 3) y)



Expressions versus commands… they’re different…

Expressions evaluate to something.  Commands do something.   

Most of what we write are expressions, which describe something— 
curves, instrument outline, etc. 

What’s the difference between expressions and commands? 

“Add $20 to your bank balance”
(A command that does something—-you expect your balance to go up.) 

“Add 2 years to your age”
(An expression that, if you are 28 years old, evaluates to 30 years,  
but does not make you 2 years older.  Your age doesn’t change.) 

(xshift p 10) 
An expression that describes a point that is 10mm to the right of point p.   
But p hasn’t moved…



The geometric language: How to make points
 

(point x y) 
(Evaluates to) the point at position (x,y) on the plane (in millimeters!). 
In other words, it makes a point. 

(xcor p) 
The x-coordinate of point p.  Then (xcor (point x y)) evaluates to x. 

(ycor p) 
The y-coordinate of point p.  

(at p q) 
Synonymous with (point (xcor p) (ycor q)).  

(xshift p 10) 
The point that is 10mm to the right of point p.  

(yshift p 10) 
The point that is 10mm above point p. 

(yshift p -10) 
The point that is 10mm below point p. 

p

q
(at p q)

(at q p)



The geometric language: How to make points (2)

(distance p q) 
The distance between points p and q (in mm). 

(midpoint p q) 
The point exactly between point p and point q. 

(pointfrom p q (/ 4 5)) 
The point that is 4/5th of the way from point p to point q.  

(pointfrom p q (: 2 3)) 
The point that is 2 parts to 3 parts of the way from point p to point q.  
     (: m  n) = (/ m (+ m n))  

(pointfrom p q geometric) 
The point that makes a geometric section between point p and point q. 

(pointfrom p q harmonic) 
(pointfrom p q subharmonic) 
Similarly. 

harmonic
m/s= 3/2, 4/3, 7/5, 10/7, 

       17/12, 24/17...
→                           

subharmonic
m/s= 3/1, 5/2, 7/3, 12/5, 

     17/7, 29/12 ...
→         +1  

geometric
(Fibonacci numbers)
m/s= 3/2, 5/3, 8/5...

→ φ   

(m,s) → (m+2s,m+s) (m,s) → (2m+s,m) (m,s) → (m+s,m)

p p p

q q q



The geometric language: How to make lines

(line p q) 
The (infinite—not a segment!) line through points p and q. 

(linefrom m p) 
The line with slope m through point p.  (m=1 is the 45 degree line up) 

(horizontal p) 
(vertical p) 
The horizontal (vertical) lines through point p. 

(perpendicular L p) 
The line perpendicular (at right angles to) line L that is through point p. 

(bisector p q) 
The line perpendicular to (line p q) that is through point (midpoint p q). 
In fact, in the geometry engine is coded… ! 

(define (bisector p q) 
  (perpendicular (line p q) (midpoint p q)))



The geometric language: How to make circles

(circle p r) 
The circle with center (point) p and radius (number) r. 

(center C) 
(radius C) 
The center (resp., radius) of circle C. 

(circlefrom p q) 
Synonymous with (circle p (distance p q)). 

(circlethrough p q r) 
The circle through the points p,q,r. 

(north C),(south C),(east C),(west C) 
The obvious points at the four quadrants of C. 



Intersecting circles and lines

(intersect O1 O2) 
Intersect two objects (either lines or circles), which then evaluates to a list of solutions 
that is either empty, one point, or two points:

(top S) 
(bottom S) 
(left S) 
(right S) 
Given a list S of solutions, the one that is the topmost/bottommost/leftmost/rightmost… 
(with a compass and straightedge, you do this automagically…)



(require AmatiML)

(elaboration #t)
(mirroring #t)
(arcthickness 1)
(arccolor "blue")

(title "Violin by Andrea Amati (const. François Denis)")
; Violin by Andrea Amati

(define (Amati)

; LAYOUT OF THE AREA on which the curves are drawn...

(let* ((xq 208) ;; 208mm in the Amati
       (X (label "X" (point 0 0)))
;       (A (label "A" ...))
;       (Q (label "Q" ...))
;       (N (label "N" ...))
;       (q (label "q" ...))
;       (qp (label "q'" (mirror q)))  ; WHEN YOU "UNCOVER" q, UNCOVER THIS TOO...
;       (O (label "O" ...))
;       (Z (label "Z" ...))
;       (P (label "P" ...))
;       (p (label "p" ...))
;       (pp (label "p'" (mirror p)))  ; WHEN YOU "UNCOVER" p, UNCOVER THIS TOO...
;       (M (label "M" ...))
;       (a (label "a" ...))
;       (b (label "b" ...))
;       (e (label "e" ...))
;       (c (label "c" ...))
;       (d (label "d" ...))
;       (h (label "h" ...))
;       (g (label "g" …)

; ***** DRAWING THE OUTLINE *****

; THE LOWER BOUTS...
;       (R1lower (circlefrom ...))                ; lower block
;       (R2lower (lower-left-flank ...))           ; lower left flank
;       (R3lower (left-flush ...))                 ; above R2lower, towards corner
;       (R4lower (lower-corner ...))              ; corner
;       (lower-curve (make-curve ...start, end points... (list ...circles making curve go 
here)))
                                                  ; these curves, put together

; THE UPPER BOUTS...
;       (R1upper (circlefrom ...))                ; top block
;       (R2upper (upper-left-flank ...))           ; upper left flank and corner (why the 
Amati looks so round...)
;       (R3upper (upper-corner ...))              ; corner
;       (upper-curve (make-curve ...start, end points... (list ...circles making curve go 
here)))
                                                  ; these curves, put together
       
; THE MIDDLE BOUTS...
;       (f (label "f" (xshift e (- (distance X Z)))))
;       (R1middle (circlefrom ...))               ; main curve in the C-bout
;       (R2middle (middle-top-corner ...))        ; top arc in curve towards upper corner
;       (R3middle (middle-bottom-corner ...))     ; bottom arc in curve towards lower 
corner
;       (middle-curve (make-curve ...start, end points... (list ...circles making curve go 
here))
       )
 
 ; Parts list (to be drawn)      
 (list X ; A Q N q qp O Z P p pp M a b e c d h g 
       ; (horizontal N) (horizontal O) (horizontal Z)
       ; (horizontal P) (horizontal Q) (horizontal X) (horizontal M)
       ; (vertical p) (vertical q) (vertical b) (vertical e) (line p (mirror q))
       
       ; R1lower R2lower R3lower R4lower 
       ; R1upper R2upper R3upper 
       ; f R1middle R2middle R3middle 
       
       ; upper-curve lower-curve middle-curve
 
              )))

(sketch (Amati))

(end-drawing)

Tutorial

=

Complete the code… …reading Traité… …to make the design.

+



Using this software to design an arching 
…(from 2D to 3D)…



3D arching determined by 2D curves 

Using this software to design an arching 
 



Optimization criteria: bassbar and ff-holes

In any case: here’s a way of analytically 
designing and drawing an arching…



q

p

r

q

p
r

c

c

θ

θ

This observation allows you to construct the 
 tangent circle with a straightedge and compass…

Where is the point of inflection (concave to convex)?
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Altering the fullness of an arching
by changing the point of inflection



CT scanning, fabrication, etc.

The data comes from the instruments (reverse engineered, 
per Renaissance-inspired principles of design) 

Sources: Photographs *  Tracings * CT scanning  
     (each, with problems) 

My inamorata: the Cristiani violoncello 
(Antonio Stradivari, 1700) 

owned by the Fondazione Stauffer, 
on exhibit at the Museo del Violino, 
Cremona 

For over 3 years, I wanted to
CT scan this instrument…



Industrial CT scan… (Modena, April 2017)





Data quantities for
cello CT scan:

Medical (2-3GB) 
Industrial (200GB) 
  (files in pieces) 

RAM storage  
(necessary): 

Laptop (16GB) 
Desktop (128GB) 
Industrial (512GB)

Mac Pro,
128GB RAM

1TB SSD



The data… 
…not easy to discuss… but lots of incredible pictures…



glue!





An incredible instrument, with every dimension on call…



CT information for
the computer averse…



Visualization and fabrication: 
DICOM (CT) -> STL (3D print) -> gcode (CNC)





…



…on this Monday
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Towards an online, digital repository:
 

Oberlin Violinmaking Workshop, et al.:  
replace a physical archive with a digital archive 

Online CT data of canonical instruments 
Visualization software 
Ability to order/make 3D prints of belly, back, scroll 
Availability of gcode for CNC fabrication 

Ability to design arching 
Ability to design and (remotely) manufacture 

templates, tools
Problems:
Very data intensive 
Access protocol? 



Who gets the data?  Not a new problem…

Marc Levoy (Stanford):



Computational art history:

Could we use a “geometric” 
software tool like this to 
experimentally 
search for something, via  
a priori arguments…? 



from Bruce Carlson, 
The Evolution of the Stradivari Violoncello 
2004

Where did the forma B come from? 
What is the relevance  
               of proportional,geometric methods?

A priori experiment: Try to make a proportional 
construction of an early Stradivari violoncello—what 
do you have to change in the code to get a forma B 
outline?



Kevin Kelly, luthier 
                     (Boston)

How do designs vary between makers?
(as described using Kevin’s “four circles”  

approach to stringed instrument design…)

Kevin Kelly Violin Maker, Boston

Andrea Amati (1505-1577) 
Antonio Stradivari (1644-1737)  

Giuseppe Guarneri del Gesù (1698-1744)



Kevin Kelly, luthier 
                     (Boston)

How do designs vary between makers? 
(as described using Kevin’s “four circles”  

approach to stringed instrument design…)

Kevin Kelly Violin Maker, Boston

Andrea Amati (1505-1577) 
Antonio Stradivari (1644-1737)  

Giuseppe Guarneri del Gesù (1698-1744)

thestrad.com



The clothing line…
(available on The Strad website…)





In conclusion… what did I learn?
1. There is life after computer science.  It’s OK to do something else.  A good way to 

stay young is to do something that is challenging and new.
2. Computer science can be a way to climb other “learning curves.”
3. To do applications (“application of … to …”), be interested in the application.
4. After 30 years as a computer science professor, I computed something.
5. Good data (and visualization) and good drawing software can be 
      the foundation of a computational art history of classical stringed instruments.
6.   Violin makers could use some good computational tools, and still have
      fidelity to their basic skills.
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